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Essential Oils + Pure Fragrance
Q: What are the BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Essential Oils + Pure Fragrance made of? 
A: The BeBalanced oils are made from pure essential oils, naturally derived ingredients and pure fragrance.  

Q: Are the BeBalanced oils 100% natural?  
A: No, they are not 100% natural. BeBalanced oils were specifically developed to comply with our stringent 
global safety standards. In addition , at high concentrations many natural ingredients do not provide an 
inviting fragrance experience. PartyLite will not use any ingredients, whether natural or man-made, that 
would require us to label our product with severe cautions or safety warnings. When used at a high 
concentration many natural ingredients require severe caution labeling. BeBalanced by PartyLite Essential 
Oils + Pure Fragrance are a perfect combination of safety and beautiful home fragrance!

Q: Are the BeBalanced oils 100% essential oil?
A: No. BeBalanced oils are a blend of plant-derived essential oils and pure fragrance.

Q: Are the BeBalanced oils organic?
A: No. BeBalanced oils are not organic. They are a blend of plant-derived essential oils and pure fragrance.  
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Essential Oils + Pure Fragrance
Q: What is 100% pure fragrance? 
A: 100% pure fragrance refers to undiluted fragrance, containing no water, alcohol fillers or carrier oils. 

Q: How do I use the BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Essential Oils + Pure Fragrance?
A: The BeBalanced oils are used to fragrance your home, office, dorm room – any room where you want to 
experience mood-like enhancing fragrance. For close, intimate spaces or small rooms fill the top well with oil  
to the Illuminescents™ Clean Lines Fragrance Warmer (approximately 2 squeezes of the pipette). For a larger 
space, add up to 12 drops of oil to the BeBalanced by PartyLite Ultrasonic Diffuser.  BeBalanced oils can be 
blended to meet your personal needs.  (See specific usage instructions for each warmer/diffuser). 

Q: Can I use BeBalanced oils on my skin?
A: NO.  BeBalanced oils are specifically designed to be used as home fragrance, and should NOT be used on 
or applied to skin.

Q: Can I ingest BeBalanced oils, or use them in my food?
A: NO. BeBalanced Oils are specifically designed for home fragrance use only, and are not to be used in food 
or otherwise ingested.
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Essential Oils + Pure Fragrance
Q: How many uses will I get out of one 30 ml bottle of BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Essential Oil + Pure 
Fragrance ?  One 10 ml bottle?
A: A 30 ml bottle of oil will last a minimum of 180  hours in the Illuminescents Warmer, and 300 hours in the 
Ultrasonic Diffuser.  A 10 ml bottle of oil will last a minimum of 60  hours in the Illuminescents Warmer, and 
100 hours in the Ultrasonic Diffuser.  

Q: How are the BeBalanced oils sourced?  
A: BeBalanced oil ingredients are sourced from trusted partners with whom we have long-standing 
relationships.  In order to meet our quality standards, we select partners who adhere to the strictest 
manufacturing processes, and who farm in regions where each ingredient grows best.  

Q: What are the 40 “bad for you” ingredients (The “No No List”?)
A: All of our BeBalanced oils are free of over 40 excluded ingredients like parabens, phthalates, 
formaldehyde and sulfates.  A full list of “No No” ingredients is on our website . 

Q: How do the oils evoke a mood-like enhancement?
A: For our BeBalanced oils, we  selected fragrances renowned to have specific mood-like enhancing benefits.  
For example, Eucalyptus is understood to help energize you, while Lavender is commonly known to help you 
relax.  
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Essential Oils + Pure Fragrance
Q: Can I blend together more than one BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Essential Oil + Pure Fragrance? How 
many can I blend together?
A: Yes, you can blend oils together. There is really no limit to the number of oils you can put together, but we 
recommend blending 2-3 for the best fragrance experience. 

Q: Is it safe to diffuse these oils around pets?
A: It is important to remember that animals can be sensitive to essential oils, so proper usage guidelines 
should be followed when using essential oils around pets. When diffusing, use a water-based diffuser like our 
Ultrasonic diffuser in a well-ventilated area and allow your pet the option to exit the room. Do not exceed the 
recommended drops of oils as high concentrations present more risk.
Due to animal sensitivity, it is wide to use extra caution with peppermint and eucalyptus. Store your oils in a 
safe place to prevent your pets from getting into them. The oils contain a battering agent to discourage 
ingestions.
Never apply directly to your pets skin or in their food.
It is always recommended to consults with your veterinarian about essential oil usage with pets.

Q: Where are BeBalanced oils made?
A: Our BeBalanced oils are poured in the United States of America.

Q: Does PartyLite test these oils for quality?
A: Yes, all PartyLite products are stringently tested for quality. 
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Essential Oils + Pure Fragrance
Q: Are the BeBalanced oils tested on animals?
A: NO – all our products are cruelty free and never tested on Animals.

Q: Are there any cautions with the use of BeBalanced by PartyLite™  Essential Oil + Pure Fragrance?
A: Yes. Please use oils only as directed in an approved PartyLite warmer/diffuser. Be sure to keep the oil out of 
the reach of children and pets. Avoid contact with eyes and skin. Do not ingest. Please refer to safety 
instructions included with the oil.

Q: Can I put BeBalanced oils in my bath tub or on my pillow?
A: No. BeBalanced oils are specifically designed for home fragrance use only, in an approved PartyLite
warmer/diffuser. 

Q: How long will a bottle of oil last after it is opened? Is there an “expiration date”?
A: Although there is no official expiration date, we recommend using within one year of opening. 

Q: What is the difference between the Illuminescents™ Clean Lines Fragrance Warmer and the 
BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Ultrasonic Diffuser?
A: The Illuminescents Warmer is designed for small rooms and personal spaces. It uses the heat from a 
tealight candle to warm and diffuse the oil fragrance. The Ultrasonic  Diffuser is designed for larger rooms 
and is powered by an electrical plug. It uses ultrasonic technology to atomize tap water and oil, producing a 
cool fragrant mist.
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Essential Oils + Pure Fragrance
Q: Can I use BeBalanced oils in a ScentGlow® (Scent Plus® Melts) Warmer?  A SmartScents™ Warmer?  
Other Tealight Fragrance (AromaMelt) Warmers?
A: No.  The Illuminescents Clean Lines Fragrance Warmer and the BeBalanced by PartyLite Ultrasonic 
Diffuser are the only two pieces that were designed and tested specifically for use with the BeBalanced oils. 
For optimal performance and safety, we recommend using only these two approved diffusers.  

Q: Can I use BeBalanced oils in a competitor’s diffuser?
A: We can only guarantee optimum performance when used in one of PartyLite’s two approved diffusers.

Q: Are the BeBalanced oil packages recyclable?  
A: Yes. Our oil boxes are recyclable.

Q: What do I do if my child/pet swallows the BeBalanced oil?
A: The oils contain a bittering agent to discourage ingestion. However, should your child or pet ingest the oil, 
seek help immediately. In the USA call 1-800-211-2491. Outside the USA call 001-651-632-8945. These phone 
numbers appear on the oil boxes and on the bottle labels.
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Essential Oils + Pure Fragrance
Q: From which locations do we source Essential Oils from?
A: 
• Jasmine Sambac oil from France
• Cedarwood oil from the US & China
• Patchouli oil from Indonesia & China
• Peppermint oil from the US
• Eucalyptus oil from China
• Lavender oil from France
• Lavandin oil from France
• Vanilla Absolute from Madagascar & the US
• Mandarin oil from the US
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Essential Oils + Pure Fragrance
Q: How are the oils produced?

• Jasmine Sambac oil: steam distilled from the jasmine blossom
• Cedarwood oil: steam distilled from the cedarwood pulp
• Patchouli oil: steam distilled from the patchouli leaf
• Peppermint oil steam distilled from the peppermint leaf
• Eucalyptus oil steam distilled from the eucalyptus leaf
• Lavender oil steam distilled from the lavender blossom
• Lavandin oil steam distillation from the lavandin blossom
• Vanilla Absolute steam distilled from the vanilla bean
• Mandarin oil expressed from the mandarin peel
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IlluminescentsTM Clean Lines Fragrance

WarmerQ: How do I clean my lluminescents™ Clean Lines Fragrance Warmer?

A: Let the warmer cool and clean the upper well with a warm damp cloth

Q: How often do I need to clean my lluminescents™ Clean Lines Fragrance Warmer?

A: Since the oil will not evaporate you will need to wipe it out with a soft dry cloth once the 

fragrance has dissipated unless you want to re-use the same fragrance again for your next use.

Q: Can I blend oils to create my own special fragrance in my lluminescents™ Clean Lines 

Fragrance Warmer?

A: YES you can and we encourage you to do so.
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IlluminescentsTM Clean Lines Fragrance

WarmerQ: How quickly will I notice the fragrance?

A: Fragrance is released as the oil is warmed by the tealight. Approximately 20 to 30 minutes. 

Fragrance gets stronger over time

Q: Are the BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Essential Oil + Pure Fragrance bottles included with my 

warmer?

A: No. We offer 8 fragrances in 30mL bottles or 2 samplers with 4 fragrances each in 10mL bottles

Q: Can I use a competitors oils and tealight in my warmer?

A: We can only guarantee optimum performance and safety when used with PartyLite oils and 

tealights.
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Ultrasonic Diffusor

Q: What is an Ultrasonic diffuser?

A: An ultrasonic diffuser is a diffuser that uses electricity to disperse essential oils into the air. 

Ultrasonic diffusers break the essential oil particles down into their base molecules.

Q: How do I clean my BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Ultrasonic Diffuser?

A: First, unplug the diffuser, empty remaining water from the water tank, use a small amount of 

mild dish soap and a soft cloth to clean the interior of the water tank. Then dry with a soft cloth or 

paper towel and now you are ready to start again.

Q: How often do I need to clean my BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Ultrasonic Diffuser

A: We recommend to clean your ultrasonic diffuser every 5-6 uses or 3-5 days.
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Ultrasonic Diffusor

Q: How long can I leave the water and oil sitting in the diffuser while not in use?

A. We recommend emptying the water and oil mixture after each use.

Q: Can I blend oils to create my own special fragrance in the Ultrasonic Diffuser?

A: YES you can we encourage you to do so.

Q: How quickly will I notice the fragrance?

A: Almost immediately once the mist is turned on.

Q: Are there any cautions with the use of the Ultrasonic Diffuser?

A: We recommend not placing the product on any surface that can be damaged by water.
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Ultrasonic Diffusor

Q: Are the BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Essential Oil + Pure Fragrance bottles included with my 

diffuser?

A: No. We offer 8 fragrances in 30mL bottles or 2 samplers with 4 fragrances each in 10mL 

bottles.

Q. Can I use a competitors oils in my diffuser?

A: We can only guarantee optimum performance and safety when used with PartyLite oils.

Q: Anything else I need to know?

A: Please refer to safety instructions included with your brand new Ultrasonic Diffuser.
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100% Soy Candles infused with Essential Oils

Q: What are the BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Jar Candles made of? 

A: The BeBalanced Jar Candles contain 226 grams (8 ounces) of 100% undyed soy wax poured into a ceramic 

jar.  

Q: Are the BeBalanced Jar Candles 100% natural and organic? 

A: The wax blend is natural soy; it is not organic. The fragrances contain a blend of natural essential oils and 

manmade fragrance compounds.

Q: Where are the BeBalanced Jar Candles made?

A: Our BeBalanced Jar Candles are poured in the United States of America.

Q: Are the BeBalanced Jar Candle packages recyclable?  

A: Yes. All of our candle boxes are recyclable. 17



100% Soy Candles infused with Essential Oils
Q: What is the burn time of the BeBalanced by PartyLite™ Jar Candles?

A: The BeBalanced Jar Candles burn for 40-50 hours each. Be sure to discontinue use when 1.3 cm (½”) of wax 

remains.

Q: Where does our soy come from?

A: The soy for the BeBalanced Jar Candles is sourced in North America.

Q: Can I use the ceramic candle jar with food after the wax is fully consumed?

A: No.  The candle jars are not approved for use with food nor are they dishwasher safe. You may, however, 

use the vessel to burn a tealight candle, or hold pens, pencils, trinkets, etc. 

Q: Why does the wax on these soy candles look different from regular candles?

A: Due to the natural characteristics of soy wax, the texture may appear less smooth than our other candles, 

and you may experience slight variations in color.    
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100% Soy Candles infused with Essential Oils

Q: Will these soy candles burn the same way as a regular candle?

A: Due to the nature of soy wax, you may experience a slight wax discoloration, and/or a small 

amount of wax “hang up” toward the end of the candle’s useful life.  These natural soy 

irregularities will not affect the quality of the candle or the burn. 

Q: Are the tealights used in the Illuminescents Fragrance Warmer soy candles?

A: The unfragranced tealight candles do contain some soy but they are not 100% soy.
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100% Soy Candles infused with Essential Oils

Q: What is the difference between the BeBalanced by PartyLite™ fragrance collection and 

the Fresh Home by PartyLite™ fragrance collection?  

A: There is a clear difference between these two product lines! BeBalanced products are 

designed to fragrance your home and evoke a mood-like enhancement. Fresh Home products 

are designed to neutralize odors while fragrancing your home.

Q: Is BeBalanced part of the BePURE Commitment?

A: The BeBalanced soy candles are part of the BePURE commitment. The oils fall under our same 

stringent guidelines and include additional restrictions . A full list of “No No” ingredients will be 

on our website
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